
WJND BELL: 
Why students stay at Zen Center is not always clear. Whatever the irnme

diate even1 that brought someone to the practice, the experience of sticking with 
zazen through at least a year or two brings 1he student past the ini1ial difficulties 
with posture, pain, motivation, depression, frustration. Perhaps he sees a trans
formation happening in the lives of the "older" students and finds that example 
of growth in others the most salient teaching of our practice. 

What marks an "older"student? We call "older" srudents persons who have 
been here three years or more, although there are exceptions to this. These arc 
the ones who move into administrative positions and arc the ones to whom arc 
given zendo and Buddha Hall responsibilities such as leading service, carrying 
the kyoshaku (the stick) during zazen, auending Suzuki-roshi, etc. Some 
"older" students go to Ja~!l to study the langua.ge or for rurthcr practice, re
turn to American schools for Japanese or Chinese language study , or become 
ordained as novice priests (unsuis). 

PETER SCHNEIDER: It is difficult to define what an older student is other 
than chronologically. There is no feeling about Suzulci-roshi's oldest students 
I.hat something has been added or gained, that they ba\'C attained some measur
able understanding or awareness. Rather they seem to be very clearly them
selves, not humble in the usual Western religious sense, but lacking a cena.in 
kind of confusion, the kind people have when they take seriously acling out 
who they think they ought to be rather than just being who they are. 

WIND BELL: 
ln August Suzuki-roshi ordained 36 students who had been siuing with him 

for three years or longer as ·tay' Buddhists, admitting be wasn't quite sure what 
it meant to be a 'lay' Buddhist. Each student was asked to sew his or her own 
rakusu for the ceremony, 10 come freshly bathed head to toe, and in freshly 
laundered clothes, to take the precepts and to receive a Buddhist name. These 
students wear their rakusus to zazen, service and meals and arc assigned a 
special row in the Buddha Hall. 

Last year Suzuki-roshi also ordained six young Americans as first order 
Buddhist priests and there are more ordinations planned for 1971. To date he 
bas married 32 student couples. At Tassajara he has marked out the si1e of our 
cemetery and directed the laying out of the rock garden at the site. The location 
is a ten-minute walk up an e.asy incline, a few feet out of sight of the Tassajara 
creek. It is a secluded spot, shadc4, filled wi1h 1be buzzing or inseci.s and in the 
spring and summer, the bloom of wildflowers. 

SUZUKI-ROSH!: If, when I die, the moment I'm dying, if I suffer that is all 
right, you know; that is suffering Buddha. No confusion in it. Maybe everyone 
will struggle because of the physical agony or spiritual agony, too. But that is all 
right, that is not a problem. We should be very grateful to have a limited 
body ... like mine. or like yours. If you had a limitless life it would be a great 
problem for you. 

This limitation is a vital element for us. Without limitation nothing exists, so 
v.-c should enjoy the limitation. Weak body, strong body; man or woman. The 
only way to enjoy our life is to enjoy the limitation which was given to us, 
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